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It is looking like Drew Stafford will remain on a line with Derek Roy and Thomas Vanek, while
Maxim Afinogenov, Tim Connolly and Adam Mair will remain the combo. The other lines are of
course Briere, Hecht and Pominville, Drury, Zubrus and Kotalik.

The Boston Globe is reporting that Patrice Bergeron was battling a sore knee in the latter part of
the season.

Patrick Marleau was a minus-3 yesterday.

Todd Bertuzzi was moved up onto Henrik Zetterberg and Pavel Datsyuk's line. Kyle Calder was
rolled back to under eight minutes of ice time. In fact, the Wings leaned a lot on Datsyuk and
Zetterberg, with each of them playing over 20 minutes. Dan Cleary was the next highest forward
with 17:40. Robert Lang played just over 12 minutes and was reduced to just two shifts in the
third.

Jaroslav Spacek is still looking for his first point of the postseason.
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Patrick Elias was back in the lineup last night. The EGG line has a combined 28 points in these
playoffs.

I apologize for yesterday's ramblings - for some reason they either were not published at all, or
were not published for the latter half of the day. Not sure what happened, I was out of town for
the day. Anyway, go down to &quot;Next&quot; and read them - there are some things on there
that no other fantasy hockey site has.

The people have spoken. Here is the design for the new dobberhockey shirt:

Also available in black & white logo, in a kid's T, and a BBQ Apron - because Dobber likes his
meat. Starting at $15.99 CDN. PLUS - for the next five weeks there is a coupon for $5.83 off of
this price. So now we're talkin' like 10 bucks! Check out all the shirts here .
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